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(18) No person shall be in charge of any motor-vehicle, 
other than a motor-cycle not having a side-car attached, 
when such vehicle is stationary, or permit such motor-vehicle 
to be stationary, on any road, unless it displays three lights-

. namely, a headlight or other light having a beam directed 
forward from a lamp towards each side of the front of the 
vehicle, and the tail-light described in clause (!)) hereof. 

(19) No person shall be in charge of any stationary motor
cycle not having a side-car attached, or permit such motor
cycle to be stationary, on any road, unless it displays the tail
light described in clause ( 5) hereof, and unless, furthermore, 
snch vehicle is in such a position on the road and is so lighted 
by the headlight or other light that it does not constitute a 
danger to traffic. 

(20) The two last preceding clauses hereof shall not apply 
in the case of a motor-vehicle stationary in any place--

(a) Which is established by a local authority as a stand for 
motor-vehicles, or for any class of motor-vchieles, 
and at or ,w,u· which a notice is placed hy t,he 
lo('a,l authority in a. coui..;picuou.s posit.ion f,o the 
.,ffect that motor-vd1ides (or tlw class of motOl'
vehidcs for which the st1tnd is proYidcd) may stn.nd 
t,hore without, lighted lamps, or in respect of which 
" by-law of the local authority to tho samo effect 
is in cxistenc.;c : or 

(b) Which is for the time being adoy_uately lighted by " 
street-lamp belonging to a public system of street.
lighting, or would, but for some unforeseen failul'e of 
such street-lamp or street-lighting occurring after the 
motor-vehicle has been brought to such place, be 
adequately so lighted. 

(:!l) In the case of a mot.or-vehicle ef any of the kinds 
referred to in clause (3) of Regulation 1 hereof, it shall be 
sufficient compliance with the rcquir<mcnts of this regulatio11 
if such vehicle is provided with at least three lamps complying 
with cla.use (l:l) hereof----one at each 8ide of the vehicle placed 
so as to display a white light to the front and sid<Js thereof, 
awl 0ne lamp at the rear of the vehiclfi placed so as to dis
play a red light to the rear thereof anrl not to be visible from 
the front thercof---and such lamps need not ho attachc,l to 
the vehicle. 

HEGULATION 4,-gQUIPMEN1°-lfaAKE~. 

(1) In this regulation, unless the context otherwise 
requires,-

" Foot-brake" means a brake readily applicable by use of 
the driver's foot: 

"Hand-brake" means a brake readily applicable by use of 
the driver's hand: 

"Independent brake" means a brake of which the entire 
operating mechanism or system is cithor--

(a) Distinct and separate from all parts or connec
tions of any other brake or brake-system, so that the 
brake in question cannot be adversely affected by 
the operation or failure of any other brake; or 

(b) Common to any other brake or brake-system, 
only in parts or connections which are of such design 
and strength that there is no reasonable probability 
of failure of the independent brake by reason of the 
failure of any other brake or brake-system : 

"Hetaining- brake " means a brake so constructed and 
of such a nature that it is capable, when applied on 
used grades with any load carried or likely to be 
,·arried by the vehicle, of retaining all road-wheels, 
other than the steering-wheels, immovable for an 
indefinite period and without further attention than 
the initial application: 

"Tractor " means any motor-vehicle used solely for the 
purposes of traction, and not for th~ carriage thereon 
of passengers ( other than the driver) or goods : 

" Trailer " means any trailer as defined by the said Act, 
and also any other vehicle or machine drawn by 
a motor-vehicle on any road, and includes any 
number of such trailers, vehicles, or machines drawn 
by the same tractive vehicle: 

"Used grades" includes every road of whatever grade upon 
which the motor-vehicle in question is used or likely 
to be used. 

(2) For the purposes of this regulation the "stopping
ability" of a brake shall be measured by the maximum 
number of feet within the distance of which it is capable of 

• bringing to a standstill the vehicle to which it is attached 
from a speed of 20 miles per hour ( or a corresponding rate 
of deceleration from any other speed) upon a hard dry level 
road of bitumen, concrete, or similar surface, and free of loose 
material, without assistance from the compression of the 
engine. 

(3) Every motor-vehicle, other than a trailer, and other 
than a motor-cycle (with or without a side-car attached), 
shall be equipped with two independent brakes attached 
thereto, one being a foot-brake and the other a hand-brake: 

Provided that until after the 31st day of March, 1920, the 
requirements of this clause shall not apply to any motor
vehicle which is in New Zealand on the 31st day of March, 
l!J2!!, and which is either fitted with at least two brakes com
plying with the requirements of clauses (4), (5), and (6) hereof 
or, being an electrically-driven motor-vehicle, is fitted with at 
least one brake complying with tho requirements of clauses 
(4), (;j), and (6) hereof. 

(4) Each of such brakes shall be suitable for all needs of 
traffic on used grades, and of such efficiency that the appli
cation of either wi.11, without assistance from the compression 
of the engine, cause all t,he road-wheels, other than the 
steering· wheels, to be prevented from revolving in either 
rlirect1011 when the brake is applied on used grades with 
any load carried or likely to be carried by the vehicle. 

(5) At least one of such brakes shall be a retaining
brake. 

(6) At least one of such brakes shall be so constructed as 
to act directly on the wheels, and not, through transmission 
crear 
0 (7) In the case of a vehicle driven by steam--

(a) If the engine is capable of being reversed; and 
( b) If tho engine is incapable of being disconnected from 

all the road-wheels or all the axles, other than the 
front wheel or axle, save by the sustained action 
of the driver; and 

1 c) If there is no differential gear or similar mechanism 
between any two of the axles,-

then it shall be sufficient if the vehicle is equipped witl1 
one brake independent of the engine, and complying with 
the requirements of clauses (4), (5), and (6) hereof. 

(8) In the case of every motor-vehicle whose weight 
(inclusive of the load it is carrying) is less than 3 tons, and 
every motor-vehicle used in the carriage of passengers (except 
a tractor trailer or motor-cycle with or without a side-car 
attached) tho stopping ability of the foot-brake shall be. 
equivalent to 50 ~-, and the stopping ability of the hand-. 
brake shall be equivalent to 75 ft. 

(9) In the case of every motor-vehicle (other than a trailer 
but including tractors) whose weight (inclusive of the load it 
is carrying) is 3 tons or more the stopping ability of the foot
brake and hand-brake each applied alone shall be equivalent . 
to 75 ft., and the stopping ability of the foot-brake and hand- . 
brake applied together shall be ey_uivalent to 50 ft. 

(10) Every motor-cycle (with or without a side-car 
attached) shall be equipped with at least one brake attached 
thereto, which shall act upon the rear wheel of the motor
cycle and be suitable for all needs of traffic on used grades, 
and be of such efficiency that its application (without assist
ance from the compression of the engine) will prevent such 
rear wheel from revolving in either direction on used grades, 
and the stopping ability of such brake shall be equivalent 
to 50 ft. 

(11) Every motor-cycle having a side-car attached shall be 
equipped with two independent brakes attached thereto, one 
being a brake complying with the requirements of the last 
preceding clause hereof and the other a brake of reasonable 
efficiency. 

(12) Every trailer whose weight (inclusive of the load it 
is carrying) cxc<.eds 2 tons, shall be equipped with at least 
one brake, or combination of brakes, of reasonable efficiency, 
considering the size of the trailer and load carried, and 
capable of being readily applied a.ad retained either by the 
driver of the towing vehicle or by some person who is carried. 
on or walking alongside the trailer within reach of the brake
lever. 

(13) Each brake referred to in this regulation shall be capable 
of easy adjustment, und shall be maintained at all times in 
good working-order. 

(14) No person shall operate any motor-vehicle not equipped 
with a brake or brakes (as the case may be) complying with 
the requirements of this regulation. 

REGULATION 5.-EQOIP)H:NT-WARNI1'G·DEVICJCS. 

(!) Every motor-vehicle shall be equipped with a warning
device attached thereto, other than a siren or bell, and 
capable of emitting sound immediately when actuated, and 
clearly audible under normal conditions for a distance of not 
less than 300 ft. 

(2) Every motor-vehicle used by a fire brigade for attendance 
at fires shall (in addition to the warning-device described in 
clause (1) hereof) be equipped with a warning-device of the 
type known as a siren. 

(3) No motor-vehicle shall be equipped with a siren, except-
( ,i) A motor-vehicle used by a fire brigade for attendance at 

firee ; 
( b) A motor-vehicle used to collect milk or other produce 

from farmers in the course of trade. 
(4) Every motor-vehicle used as an ambulance shall (in 

addition to the warning-device described in clause (1) hereof) 
be equipped with a bell as a warning-device. 
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